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If you don't like change, you 
will like irrelevance even less.  

-General Eric Shinseki



Ok, so what are we up to? 



Make Snowbird Great Again
Hey, Utah is a red state. 



We’re changing the way we 
engage with our audience.



There’s more to 
engagement than just 
social media. 



New & Improved eCRM
Responsive templates, new data intelligence, triggered messages 
& more. (Shout out to Ryan Solutions & Dirigo.)



Surprise and Delight
Build Emotional Connections by Delivering the Unexpected



Surprise and Delight
•  500 Valentines
•  Candy for 800
•  Special touchpoints at tram dock, 

Snowbird Center and Rendezvous 
restaurant during lunch rush.

•  Total Cost: $250
•  Total Value: Priceless



Print Is Not Dead…
But this usage of it certainly is. 





Flip The Script
Mid-season creative change.



Social Media
Content, message segmentation, putting the neighbors on blast.



CUSTOMER SERVICE AS 
MARKETING

A little thing I call…







You’ve got to throw some chum in the water.
“We’re gonna need a bigger boat.”



“We don’t do video.”  
- Snowbird Marketing. December 2015



Why didn’t we “Do Video?”

•  Didn’t have time.
•  Worried about publishing content 

that wasn’t up to our brand 
standard.

•  Nowhere to really put it.
•  Video is sooooo expensive.



We Do Video
And we’ve stacked over a MILLION views this season.



Shit happens…  
Especially when your business is weather-dependent. 





When life gives you lemons…
Make that lemonade. Right, Beyoncé? 



We’re not just riding high on the 
Donald Trump media wave.
We’re also exploiting memes.



Groundhog Day
About 90 seconds in Photoshop.



Utah LOVES Karl Malone
We use him to measure snow depth.





Our most popular day on 
social media, ever.  
(Donna probably LOVES this.)



It was lit.
According to those snake people.



Data, you gotta to have the data.
Gut feelings suck. 





January 2016: Instagram Report
Evaluate your data, make adjustments, kick major ass.



Boom, Roasted! 
Data sourced from RivalIQ.com 
(They’ll give you a free month to check it out.)



“If it doesn’t challenge you, it doesn’t change you.”!
— Fred DeVito!

 

THANK 
YOU!

“If it doesn’t challenge you, it doesn’t change you.”!
— Fred DeVito!

 


